
Relative Clauses (which/where/whose/who/whom)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

A legal officer ________ duty it is to investigate offences previous to
determining on sending them before a court-martial, and then to report on the
sentence awarded.

1. whose

The man ________ she had learned to love too late lay among them,
perhaps with the strong hands that had toiled for her folded in peace at last,
and, living or dead, she must go to him.

2. whom

The stream is a pretty one, being here not above forty or fifty feet in width,
running over a sandy bed, sometimes pebbles, and again bending around in
a deep pool ________ there are trout of good size, or at least were then.

3.

where

A string of boys in caps and black cloaks left the convent and wound round
the white road, conducted by a few of the monks ________ duty it was to
keep watch and ward over the students.

4.
whose

It everywhere flashed conviction, and aroused a determined spirit,
________ resulted in the Declaration of Independence, upon the 4th of July
ensuing.

5.
which

For, strange to say, the wind, ________ had hitherto been adverse to the
Christians, after lulling for a time, suddenly shifted to the opposite quarter,
and blew in the face of the enemy.

6. which

But a man ________ does not know rigour cannot pity either.7. who

Molineux detected it; he was mortified at such a look from an officer of the
municipality, ________ duty it was to protect all persons under his
administration.

8.
whose

Henry was now placed on the bench, where sat the row of convicted
prisoners awaiting the pleasure of the sheriff, ________ duty it was to deliver
them to the places assigned them.

9.
whose

He frequently reached the stables, in the morning, before the lieutenant,
________ duty it was to call there; and he exhibited equal energy in every
other subject.

10.
whose
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How dared he condemn a thing approved at Cairo, the capital of his
kingdom, ________ there were physicians whose opinions carried more
weight than those of Mecca, and who had found nothing against the law in the
use of coffee?

11.
where

If it had only been at the other side, she would not have minded it
particularly; for she rarely sat in her drawing-room, ________ was at the left
of the hall.

12.
which

Something that forms the kernel itself of all human happiness, upon the
heights of life as well as in its most concealed hiding-places-a heart that only
beat for him, his own home, ________ there was one who longed for him-a
wife!

13.

where

He would have to allow her a decent time for mourning; and in any case
he would scarce be able so to defy public opinion as to seek to marry the
widow of the man ________ he had killed.

14.

whom

When she saw the man ________ she had twice promised to marry,
Fanny dropped into an easy-chair, threw back her head, and pretended to
faint.

15. whom

It was he ________ had gone out into the night and deliberately dragged
them in!
16. who

There was one of an old hunchback in vague medieval dress, going
through some underground place ________ there are beds with people in the
beds; a girl half rising from one has seized his hand and is kissing it.

17.
where

Quays are built in almost all the cities of Europe ________ there are
rivers or basins of water for shipping; and they are very pleasant streets to
walk in, having usually large and elegant buildings on one side, and vessels
and steamers on the other.

18. where

A man ________ had been standing in the doorway, looking in for several
moments, strolled up to them.
19. who

Was it he ________ had robbed Philip?20. who
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